
A man walks dogs across a nearly empty 5th Avenue during the COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak in
Manhattan, May 11, 2020. (Mike Segar/Reuters)

Data suggest mandatory lockdowns exacted a great cost, with a
questionable effect on transmission.

N 1932, Supreme Court justice Louis Brandeis famously called the states
“laboratories of democracy.” Different states can test out different policies,
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I and they can learn from each other. That proved true in 2020.
Governors in different states responded to the COVID-19 pandemic at
different times and in different ways. Some states, such as California,

ordered sweeping shutdowns. Others, such as Florida, took a more targeted
approach. Still others, such as South Dakota, dispensed information but
had no lockdowns at all.

As a result, we can now compare outcomes in different states, to test the
question no one wants to ask: Did the lockdowns make a difference?

If lockdowns really altered the course of this pandemic, then coronavirus
case counts should have clearly dropped whenever and wherever
lockdowns took place. The effect should have been obvious, though with a
time lag. It takes time for new coronavirus infections to be officially
counted, so we would expect the numbers to plummet as soon as the
waiting time was over.
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How long? New infections should drop on day one and be noticed about ten
or eleven days from the beginning of the lockdown. By day six, the number
of people with first symptoms of infection should plummet (six days is the
average time for symptoms to appear). By day nine or ten, far fewer people
would be heading to doctors with worsening symptoms. If COVID-19 tests
were performed right away, we would expect the positives to drop clearly
on day ten or eleven (assuming quick turnarounds on tests).
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To judge from the evidence, the answer is clear: Mandated lockdowns had
little effect on the spread of the coronavirus. The charts below show the
daily case curves for the United States as a whole and for thirteen U.S.
states. As in almost every country, we consistently see a steep climb as the
virus spreads, followed by a transition (marked by the gray circles) to a
flatter curve. At some point, the curves always slope downward, though this
wasn’t obvious for all states until the summer.

Lockdowns Not the Cause

The lockdowns can’t be the cause of these transitions. In the first place, the
transition happened even in places without lockdown orders (see Iowa and
Arkansas). And where there were lockdowns, the transitions tended to
occur well before the lockdowns could have had any serious effect. The only
possible exceptions are California, which on March 19 became the first state
to officially lock down, and Connecticut, which followed four days later.

Even in these places, though, the downward transitions probably started
before the lockdowns could have altered the curves. The reason is that a
one-day turnaround for COVID-19 test results probably wasn’t met in
either state. On March 30, the Los Angeles Times reported the turnaround
time to be eight days. That would make the delay from infection to
confirmation not the 10 we assumed, but more like 17 days (6 for symptoms
to appear, 3 for them to develop, and 8 for test processing). In early April,
the Hartford Courant reported similar problems with delayed test results
in Connecticut.

What’s more, there’s no decisive drop on the dates when lockdowns should
have changed the course of the curves. Instead, the curves gradually bend
downward for reasons that predate the lockdowns, with no clear changes
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ten days later.

Lockdown partisans might say that the curves would have been higher after
the ten-day mark without the lockdown. While we can’t redo history to
prove them wrong, the point is that the sudden and dramatic changes we
should see if they were right aren’t there. If we showed people these curves
without any markings, they would not be able to discern when or even if
lockdowns went into effect.

The vertical lines mark the date when the number of deaths attributed to
the coronavirus reached five per million people in the population. This is
probably the best way to mark similar extents of viral progress in each
state, since we don’t know how many total cases there were. The curves
usually start to bend somewhere around the same death toll (roughly five
per million people), which suggests that the approach of herd immunity
caused the bends. In other words, we see in this data not only a lack of
evidence that lockdowns caused the curves to bend, but also evidence of the
very early stages of herd immunity.

In fact, a May 18 column in the New York Times argued that coronavirus
cases in New York City probably peaked before the state lockdown began on
March 22. Though that newspaper is not known for taking a critical stance
on lockdowns, this point implies that the spread was slowing before the
mayor and governor even ordered the lockdown.

Something caused this overall decline. It couldn’t have been lockdowns,
which weren’t maintained (or heeded) in full force through June. At the
moment, we can only speculate. But if this virus is like others, its decline is
likely attributable to some mix of changing seasons and the gradual onset
of herd immunity. Another factor, of course, could be the widespread use of
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masks as the year progressed.

The evidence suggests, then, that the sweeping, mandated lockdowns that
followed voluntary responses exacted a great cost, with little effect on
transmission. We can’t change the past, but we should avoid making the
same mistake again. 

Doug Axe, William Briggs, and Jay W. Richards are the authors of The
Price of Panic: How the Tyranny of Experts Turned a Pandemic into a
Catastrophe.
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Daily Confirmed COVID-19 Cases For The United States And Thirteen U.S. States (Logarithmic Plots) Up To May 20, 2020. Dashed Line
Segments (Drawn By Hand) Show The Initial Steep Increase With Gray Circles Marking The First Visual Downward Change Of Slope.
Locks Mark The Lockdown Dates, And 10-day Calendars Show Where Lockdowns Would Have Had Visible Effects. Open Locks Mark
When Lockdowns Ended For Florida And Georgia, Two Of The First Wave Of States To Emerge From Lockdown. The Vertical Lines Mark
The Dates When Deaths Attributed To The Coronavirus Reached Five Per Million People In The Population. Gaps In Curves Are The
Result Of Unreported Data. Information Sources: Doug Axe, William Briggs, And Jay W. Richards, The Price Of Panic: How The Tyranny
Of Experts Turned A Pandemic Into A Catastrophe; Https://ourworldindata.org/ (For U.S. Cases); Https://covidtracking.com/api (For
State Cases); Https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-stay-at-home-order.html (For Lockdown Dates).
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